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NTD has developed a new discontinuous Basket Mill with the advantages
of the continuous mill, as it has a self-cleaning pump which forces the product
 to pass through the grinding basket. It is possible to adjust the flow through

it changing the speed of motor and agitator shaft by means of a speed variator.
The grinding chamber has been designed and optimized in order to improve

the flow of more viscous products.
The conception of the grinding mills has also been changed, specially the
dimensions and the shape of the grooves and also the finishing being now

softer and more rounded for a more efficient self-cleaning.
A big flow agitator has been incorporated to stir all the product in the tank

avoiding sediments or areas without agitation.

GRINDING SHAFT WITH VARIABLE SPEED
CONTROLLED BY A POTENTIOMETER

FASTENERS

INLET CONE WITH BIGGER DIAMETER

SELF-CLEANING OPEN IMPELLER
CENTRIFUGAL-PUMP

LONGER GRINDING HAMMER WITH
MORE CAPACITY

GRINDING CHAMBER WITH MORE CAPACITY

GRINDING BASKET WITH ROUNDED EDGES
WITHOUT SEDIMENT ACCUMULATION

AGITATOR FOR GREAT VOLUMES TO STIR
THE BOTTOM OF THE TRANK

*WATER PROPELLER OR COWLESS DISK,
BOTH AVAILABLE

DISCONTINUOUS MILLS          CONTINUOUS MILLS
The first group works with the whole batch at the same time, whereas a mill from the

second group is fed gradually by means of a positive displacement pump and a variable
flow, which puts the mixture into the grinding tank.
Thus, they can operate with more viscous products.

Mills can be divided into two big groups:



FASTER GRINDING
FINER GRINDING

GRINDING OF MORE VISCOUS PRODUCTS



      5 BASIC DIFFERENCES
1. INLET CONE
* It drives the entry of the product to the suction side of the pump. As it has a wide
open surface without obstacles, it allows a big quantity of product to pass to the booster
pump creating a big flow.

* It allows no-broken particles to pass through. As they pass directly to the grinding
chamber and they are dispersed in it, it is no necessary a later dispersing.

2. OPEN IMPELLER PUMP
* It easily pumps a big quantity of product without obstacles pumping solid and semi-
solid particles with big sizes.

* It pumps big flow of material keeping the appropriate pressure to feed the grinding
chamber. It can circulate more viscous products.

* As the product is sucked and driven to the grinding chamber a regular circulation can
be guaranteed. It also avoids the heating of resins, bubble formation and air entrainment.

* Pump blades are self-cleaning and their shape may vary depending on density and
viscosity variables.

* Pump flow can be adjusted by changing the speed of grinding shaft as the main motor is
controlled by a speed variator.

DETAIL OF PRODUCT
PUMPING AT GRINDING

BASKET OUTLET



3. GRINDING CHAMBER

* It ensures an efficient circulation of the product inside the tank providing a homogeneous
product. The product circulates upwards from the bottom cleaning the bottom and the
walls of the tank.

* The excellent circulation allows the temperature of the material to be the lowest and
homogeneous throughout the tank. In  refrigerated containers, it allows a quicker cooling.

* According to the application it can be Water Propeller or Cowless Disc.

* Grinding chamber has been toroidal shaped designed. This way there are no areas
without agitation and all the beads are in movement during the operation. The rounded
edges allow an efficient self-cleaning.

* The relation between bead loading and agitation hammers has been studied in order
to optimize kw consumption.

* Basket is built on a standard shape AISI-304, but it can be made on special stainless
steel more resistant to wearing and between 400 and 700 Brinell hardness.

4. OUTLET GROOVES

* They have specified size as fineness of ground product depends on this measure.

* Grooves are on the bottom of the basket and in the lower side of the wall of the basket.
This way, beads cover the grooves forcing the product to pass through them before it goes
out of the basket which provides a higher efficiency of milling.

* They can be either vertically or horizontally made on the wall of the basket according
to the type and grade of beads to be used. Those at the bottom are always oriented 45
degree in the direction of rotation.

5. AGITATOR



            SPECIFICATIONS
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NTD

UVI MILL- C3 VE

MODEL

UVI MILL-C10 VE

UVI MILL-C15 VE

UVI MILL-C25 VE

UVI MILL-C50 VE

POWER

KW HP

2´2 3

7´5 10

11 15

18´5 25

37´5 50

DISPLACEMENT

500

1000

1400

1400

1500

A

1162

1560

2150

2150

2540

B

1062,5

1612

2026

2026

2303

C

162

232

282

364

450

D

377,5

537

723

723

980

E

460

647

845

845

1100

F

580,5

1252

1652

1652

1810

G

80,5

252

252

252

310

H

1562,5

2612

3426

3426

3803

J

140

180

200

210

240


